
Exercise 1- be as specific and creative as you can (Under 36 hours)

1. Quickly Introduce yourself, the role you are interested in(see the two opportunity section
below- Page 2; if both are of interest, state that) and why

2. Explain a business(ex-sells bikes online), Industry(ex- eCommerce), user(ex-Customer
service representative) of your choice

3. Explain a use case for the user by defining 5 KPIs required for the business user- briefly
explaining why those are important

4. Record a video showing the dashboard build, and take us through the data story you
have created with the above

5. Send through a video less than 4 mins explaining the above with a link of the Interactive
dashboard and video link to arjun@datacult.co.in under 36 hours with the subject title
“Product owner” or “BI developer”; please make sure you apply for the job you are fit, as
having an aspiration for it is great, but we are currently looking for people who have
worked on these roles on a ground level.

6. Additionally, please briefly explain your process/framework of requirement gathering
from a user, I know it is a broad question, but wanted to keep it that way. You can
choose how you want to present it, document/workflow, or video. Absolute freedom, but
this is to be shared with me over the course of the coming weekend. Keeping in mind
that the user might not actually know what we want as the metric or what journey in
analytics he wants to take.

Exercise 2 - Technical Fit; On a successful exercise 1, you will be talking to the technical
lead over a quick video call

Exercise 3 - Culture Fit; On a successful exercise 2, you will be talking to the founder
over a quick video call

See details below

1. Data product Owner/Lead Data Analyst (Preferably 3+ yrs in startup or similar
environment)

1. Understand and own company(Data Cult) mission, culture and process
2. Initiate client communication to understand business, model and pain points;
3. Catching up with existing business values, analytics direction, features using videos and

documentations
4. Initiate communication with various BI users and tenants to understand BI business use

cases and define KPIs
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5. Initiate data collection with product team to create new analytics initiatives and improve
decision making for end users

6. Be the steward and decision-maker for data models and design for BI flexibility - data
sets and viz

7. Have a good structured query knowledge - Step in to write and execute queries as
required

8. Design thinking - Design and visualize dashboards
9. Present data stories using dashboards to the various stakeholders
10. Own the project deliverables(milestones) and be the glue and leader the team looks for
11. Project and team management - As the team can grow; Mentoring juniors/freshers in the

team
12. Document technical and business requirements as per company standards and

procedures
13. Owns the metric of account health - growth and happiness
14. Help vet the company with team onboarding
15. Work with the founder to structure framework and bounce off ideas for packaging data

services and vision of the company


